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ABSTRACT
Sub-district Pekuncen is located on the North West of Slamet mount, it has a high degree of
hazard in land-slide disaster. It could possibility happen due to the morphology condition of this
area where large area of thus area high land with steep slopes, also has complex geological
condition. Therefore land-slide disaster occure almost every year with various level of disaster.
There are so many effort have been carried out, but there are victim every years.
This research is carried out to know how far this land-slide disaster have already occurred in
the last few years and also to make some efforts in handling the mitigation of land-slide disaster.
The data that are needed in this research are indication map of land-slide and others supportive
maps on related area, the record of land-slide in the last few years and governmental rules in natural
disaster mitigation. Besides, some discussion are also carried out with either local officer
government or civil community and some questionnaires are also distributed in Sub-district
Pekuncen. The approaching method that is used is SWOT analysis method. This method is an
effective analysis method in solving problem and tasted goals that suitable to either internal or
external environmental conditional through environmental observation.
This research could known that land-slide that occurred in Sub-district Pekuncen were
concentrated in eight villages, they are Cibangkong, Petahunan, Semedo, Karang Kemiri, Kranggan,
Krajan, Glempang and Tumiyang. The early warning system, institution and cultivation guiding of
natural disaster mitigation especially land-slide, are needed for anticipating the land-slide natural
disaster in the future. By using all these efforts, the local government is expected to make a right
decision maker, especially in Sub-district Pekuncen, in particular for management of natural
disaster before, at moment or after disaster.
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